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Abstract
In this paper, we propose several protocols to evaluate specific embeddings for Arabic sentiment analysis (SA) task. In fact, Arabic
language is characterized by its agglutination and morphological richness contributing to great sparsity that could affect embedding
quality. This work presents a study that compares embeddings based on words and lemmas in SA frame. We propose first to study
the evolution of embedding models trained with different types of corpora (polar and non polar) and explore the variation between
embeddings by observing the sentiment stability of neighbors in embedding spaces. Then, we evaluate embeddings with a neural
architecture based on convolutional neural network (CNN). We make available our pre-trained embeddings to Arabic NLP research
community with free to use. We provide also for free resources used to evaluate our embeddings. Experiments are done on the Large
Arabic-Book Reviews (LABR) corpus in binary (positive/negative) classification frame. Our best result reaches 91.9%, that is higher
than the best previous published one (91.5%).

Keywords: Embeddings, Word2vec, Sentiment Analysis, Intrinsic and Extrinsic Evaluation, Convolutional Neural Networks,
Arabic language.

1. Introduction
Sentiment analysis (SA) task focuses on analysing opin-
ions and sentiments at different levels (word, sentence and
document) (Nasukawa and Yi, 2003). In this work, we
are dealing with SA at document level. It refers to iden-
tifying the polarity of a given textual statement (Pang et
al., 2008). Generally, polarity consists in associating posi-
tive/negative classes to statements (sometimes extended to
more fine-grained categories). SA applications have spread
many languages, with a recent growing interest in Arabic
language.
The majority of recent works on Arabic SA lies on word
embeddings in order to capture semantic and syntactic simi-
larities. Their quality needs large corpora so that each word
in the vocabulary appears multiple times in different con-
texts. These embeddings deal mainly with words as space
separator units. However, Arabic is characterized by its
agglutination and morphological richness that contribute to
sparsity. So, it is important to take into account Arabic
word complexity.
The majority of works dealing with continuous representa-
tions in Arabic NLP has focused on the word unit. In this
work, we target the complex structure of Arabic words in
SA task by investigating two ways to build embedding sets:
one set by lexical unit (word and lemma).
Word embeddings are widely used for various NLP tasks.
Embedding evaluation techniques fall into two major cat-
egories: intrinsic and extrinsic methods. The aim of this
work is to evaluate our proposed embeddings for Arabic
sentiment analysis. Indeed, we propose a rigorous proto-
col to evaluate our embeddings first in an intrinsic evalu-
ation of embedding models during their training, and then

evaluate their performances for SA downstream task. The
intrinsic method is specific to SA task. It consists in ob-
serving the sentiment stability of neighbors in embedding
spaces. The extrinsic method discusses performances ob-
tained with convolutional neural network (CNN). We make
available our pre-trained embeddings and we also provide
for free resources used to evaluate them.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Related works
are introduced in section 2 We present our methodology to
propose embeddings based on word and lemma in section
3. In section 4, we present our neural architecture used for
Arabic SA task. We report, in section 5, the experimental
framework and discuss obtained results in section 6 Finally,
we conclude, in section 7, and give some outlooks to future
works.

2. Related works
2.1. Sentiment analysis task
Sentiment analysis research has benefited from scientific
advances in deep learning techniques, and several recent
works have been done with this type of learning for Arabic
1. (Al Sallab et al., 2015) tested different deep networks.
(Dahou et al., 2016; Barhoumi et al., 2018; Barhoumi et
al., 2019) used a convolutional neural network (CNN) ar-
chitecture. (Hassan, 2017; Heikal et al., 2018; Al-Smadi
et al., 2018) used recurrent neural network (RNN) and its
variants.

1For an overview of Arabic SA field, (Al-Ayyoub et al., 2018;
Al-Ayyoub et al., 2019; Badaro et al., 2019) build a complete sur-
vey.
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The majority of neural networks takes as input continu-
ous vector representations of words (word embeddings).
Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and fastText (Bojanowski
et al., 2016) are the most common algorithms for learn-
ing pre-trained embeddings. Contextualized word embed-
dings Elmo (Peters et al., 2018) recently appear to handle
both linguistic contexts and word syntax/semantic. There
are some embedding resources that are freely available for
Arabic language: (Dahou et al., 2016; Soliman et al., 2017)
built word embedding sets obtained by training skip-gram
and CBOW versions of word2vec, (Grave et al., 2018) dis-
tribute pre-trained word vectors Arabic, trained on Com-
mon Crawl and Wikipedia using fastText. (Barhoumi et al.,
2018) presents a rigorous comparison of these embedding
resources and shows that their systems suffer from a low
coverage of pre-trained embeddings at word level.
To the best of our knowledge, (Salama et al., 2018;
Barhoumi et al., 2019) are the only works dealing with Ara-
bic specificity in embedding models. (Salama et al., 2018)
studied the effect of incorporating morphological informa-
tion to word embedding in 2 ways: (i) including POS tags
with words before embedding and, (ii) performing lemma
abstraction of morphological embeddings obtained in (i).
(Barhoumi et al., 2019) proceeded differently and built em-
beddings for different Arabic lexical unit (word, token,
token\clitics, lemma, light stem and stem).

2.2. Embedding evaluation techniques
Embedding evaluation techniques fall into two categories:
intrinsic and extrinsic. On one hand, intrinsic evaluation
methods (Baroni et al., 2014; Schnabel et al., 2015) consist
in quantifying directly various linguistic regularities in em-
bedding space. Syntactic and semantic analogies (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Nayak et al., 2016) are the most used intrinsic
methods. On the other hand, extrinsic evaluation methods
assess the quality of embeddings for other NLP tasks such
as part-of-speech tagging, chunking, named-entity recogni-
tion, sentiment analysis, etc.
The majority of works dealing with Arabic word embed-
ding evaluation use extrinsic technique. Many Arabic em-
beddings models have been evaluated in applications such
as machine translation (Shapiro and Duh, 2018; Lachraf et
al., 2019), Sentiment analysis (Dahou et al., 2016; Soli-
man et al., 2017; Fouad et al., 2019), Information retrieval
(El Mahdaouy et al., 2018), etc. Many downstream applica-
tions show the usefulness of word embeddings. For intrin-
sic evaluation of Arabic word embeddings, (Elrazzaz et al.,
2017) is the only work up to our knowledge. It quantifies
syntactic and semantic analogies in embedding spaces.
In this work, we evaluate embeddings with both intrinsic
and extrinsic methods within SA frame. We propose a new
protocol for intrinsic evaluation showing the sentiment sta-
bility of neighbors in embedding spaces that will be de-
tailed in section 6.1.

3. Methodology
In this section, we explain specificity of Arabic language in
subsection 3.1, and justify our choice of word and lemma
as lexical units in subsection 3.2. Then, we present our
intuitions for embedding construction in subsection 3.3.

3.1. Arabic language specificity
Arabic language is characterized by its agglutination and
morphological richness. It is also difficult due to diacriti-
zation problem. For example, the word ÉÔg

.
/jml/ can be

interpreted in 3 ways:

• É
�
Ô

�
g
.

/jamalun/ (camel) with neutral polarity.

• É
�
Ô

�
g
.

/joumalun/ (sentenses) with neutral polarity.

• É
��
Ô

�
g
.

/jammala/ (beautify) with positive polarity.

Each interpretation is made by different diacritization and
reflects well-defined polarity.
Moreover, Arabic word structure is very complex. Indeed,
if we consider a word as a sequence of characters delimited
by separators (blank or any punctuation mark), this word is
composed of inflected form and it may contain zero or sev-
eral clitics. It can be decomposed into proclitic(s) at its be-
ginning, inflected form and enclitic(s) at its end. For exam-
ple, the word éJ.j. ªJ
�@ /AsyEjbh/ (will he like it?) consists

of interrogation @ /A/ and future � /s/ particles, inflected

form I. j. ªK
 /yEjb/ and relative pronoun è /h/, which are all
agglutinated. The complexity of Arabic is that these cli-
tics could be found also in inflected forms. The latter could
be found alone, thus constituting words. For example, the
particle � is part of the verb iÖÞ� /smh/ (allow).

3.2. Choice of lexical units
Based on complex structure of Arabic words, (Salama et al.,
2018) showed the utility of lemma embeddings. (Barhoumi
et al., 2019) conducted an exhaustive comparison of six
possible Arabic lexical units. Both works show that lem-
mas are the best. That is why in this work, we focus on
lemmas and we carry out a thorough qualitative embed-
dings evaluation. Indeed, lemma represents the lexical unit
that keeps relevant semantic information which is impor-
tant in sentiment analysis task. Lemmatization refers to the
process of relating a given textual item to the actual lexi-
cal or grammatical morpheme corresponding to dictionary
input. In this way, lemmatization allows reducing sparsity
and vocabulary size (see table 1).

Word Lemmagender number
	
àC

�
J
Ô

g
.

male dual
ÉJ
Ô

g
.

(pretty)	
àñÊJ
Ô

g
.

male plural
�

HC
�
J
Ô

g
.

female plural
�

I. k@ male and female singular
�

I. k@ (love)	
àñ

�
J. m
�'

 male plural

	
àA

��
J. m
�

�
' male and female dual

Table 1: Examples showing reducing sparsity between
word and lemma levels.

In addition to lemmas, we decide to evaluate also words in
order to see closely the gain obtained by lemmas.
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ةياور
ةليمج
تعتمتسا
اقح
اهتءارقب

Positive :) 
Negative :(

n x k representation of 
review with non static 
channel

Convolutional layer 
with multiple filters

Max-pooling Output layer

Figure 1: CNN architecture for an example review

3.3. Embedding sets
Embedding models are trained with multiple parameters.
(Antoniak and Mimno, 2018) found that nearest neighbors
are highly sensitive to small changes in embedding training
corpus. (Pierrejean and Tanguy, 2018) explored the impact
of changing window size, embedding dimension and train-
ing corpora. In this work, we want to know if the type
of training corpora affects SA task performance. In other
words, is it better to train embeddings with task-specific
(polar) corpora in SA framework? or generic corpora are
more efficient? And what about corpora size?
For rigorous study, we build embedding models trained
with three types of corpora: polar, non polar and mixed
at word and lemma levels. This will be detailed in section
5.1. In addition to corpora type, we investigate the impact
of epoch number used for model training on the neighbor-
hood of polar units.

4. Description of our sentiment analysis
system

Several papers show that CNN architecture gives good per-
formance for sentiment analysis (Kim, 2014; Dahou et al.,
2016; Barhoumi et al., 2018). In the same way, we choose
to consider a CNN architecture. We develop a CNN archi-
tecture similar to the one described in (Dahou et al., 2016)
and train it according two modes: with or without adapta-
tion of embeddings. Indeed, we test static and non static
CNN learning ways (Kim, 2014) in order to evoke train-
able and non trainable aspects of embeddings. Trainable
embeddings obtained with non static CNN allow obtaining
task-specific embeddings. They are updated while learn-
ing task system. Non trainable embeddings are obtained
with static CNN, they are not updated during CNN train-
ing. We evoke, in this work, trainable/untrainable embed-
dings in order to respond the following question: for a par-
ticular task (SA in this work), is it better to use embeddings
models trained with task-specific (polar) corpora or to use
task-specific (trainable) embeddings? We want to compare
performances of system that takes as input: (i) embeddings
that are trained with task-specific corpora and are non up-
dated (untrainable) during system training, or (ii) embed-
dings that are trained with generic (non task-specific) cor-
pora and are updated (trainable) during system training.
CNN takes as input our embeddings proposed in previous

subsection 3.3. Each document Doc2 is represented by a
fixed-size matrix of embeddings M(n, k) with n the length
of the document and k the dimension of the embedding.
CNN applies a convolution via filters whose window size
is in {3, 4, 5}, in order to extract new features from the em-
bedding matrix M(n, k). Then, max pooling is applied to
the output of the convolution layer in order to only pre-
serve the most relevant features that are concatenated at a
fully connected layer with dropout3. Finally, the CNN ap-
plies the sigmoid function to the output layer to generate
the polarity of the input document. Two polarities are pos-
sible: positive or negative. The architecture is illustrated
in Figure 1. Many hyper-parameters could be fine-tuned in
CNN architecture: size of filters, rate of the dropout, pool-
ing way, etc. We detail in the following the choices of two
parameters: document length and padding/truncating type.

4.1. Document length
As mentioned above, the CNN input is a fixed-size matrix.
In our case, the matrix represents a review: each word oc-
currence of the review is represented by an embedding. In
order to choose the fixed-size n of documents (i.e. the num-
ber of words to take into account), we use the formula (1)
with the hypothesis of Gaussian length’s distribution.

n = m+ 2× SD (1)

where: m the mean of word number in the documents and
SD the standard deviation.
This empirical rule suppose that 95% of documents lies
within two standard deviations, which means that length
of 95% of documents is under or equal to n.

4.2. Padding/Truncating
We define here how to represent documents in case the
number of words is not n. When the length of any review
is greater than n, it is necessary to cut additional words: it
is the truncating. And when the review is shorter, then it
is necessary to fill the representation of the review with ze-
ros: it is the padding. But there are three ways to proceed:
cut/fill at the beginning of the document (pre), or at the end
(post), or equally on both extremities.

2Each word wi in Doc is represented by xi: a k dimension
vector (xi ∈ IRk)

3The rate of the dropout is 0.5
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Corpora
Type

Word Lemma
#voc #occ #1 #voc #occ #1

Polar 897 47 932 454 392 46 809 245
Non polar 2 875 1 190 762 1231 1 392 1 185 847 726
Mixed 3 196 1 238 695 1441 1 614 1 232 656 885

Table 2: Statistics of corpora per type, where #voc: vocabulary size, #occ: corpus size, and #1: number of units that appear
one time in the corpus. All sizes are reported in kilo (k).

To choose the most appropriate padding/truncating proto-
col, we propose to conduct an analysis of polar words con-
tained in the documents to determine which segment con-
tains the most relevant information for classification. In SA
context, this information mainly includes polar words and
negation terms that are often used in opinion expression. To
determine the polarity of a word, a lexicon of polar words
is needed. For negation terms, we define a list of the fol-
lowing Arabic negation terms: { A

�
Ó, ��
Ë, 	áË, ÕË, B

�
, Q�


	
«}.

Statistics have to be computed on the experiment corpus
to measure segment informativeness with regards to the
presence of polar words and negation terms. Documents
are divided into three equal parts and the percentage of
polar words or negation terms contained in each of the
three segments is calculated. If the most informative seg-
ment is the first one, post-padding/truncating will be ap-
plied. However, if the third segment is the most informa-
tive, pre-padding/truncating will be applied. The equal-
padding/truncating on both extremities is applied in the
third case.

5. Experimental framework
In this section, we present the framework setup: training
corpora and models used to build embeddings, dataset used
to train and evaluate our SA system, polar lexicon used to
choose parameters of our SA system (document length and
type of padding/truncating) and measure sentiment stability
in our embedding spaces.

5.1. Corpora for embedding construction
For embedding construction, we consider three types of
corpora: polar, non polar and mixed.
Polar corpus are datasets that are usually used in document
level SA. It contains star-rated reviews written by Internet
users in order to express their opinions related to a given
entity. These reviews are annotated by stars in a scale form
1 to 5 stars. Our polar corpus is a concatenation of BRAD
(Elnagar and Einea, 2016) gathering 510k book reviews,
HARD (Elnagar et al., 2018) composed of 373k hotel re-
views and the train set of LABR (Nabil et al., 2014) formed
by 23k book reviews.
Non polar corpus does not contain rated reviews. It is com-
posed of generic textual statements that are not specific to
SA. We choose news to construct non polar corpus. The
latter is composed of 5 222k news (El-Khair, 2016).
To go further, and in order to have larger corpus, we con-
catenate previous polar and non polar corpora and obtain
mixed corpus.

A pre-processing is applied to clean and normalize our
three corpora. Then, we apply Farasa lemmatiser 4 in or-
der to lemmatise our three corpora. As a result, we obtain
two datasets per corpus type: each one corresponds to one
lexical unit ∈ {word, lemma}. The size of each dataset
is reported in table 2. As expected, there are less lemmas
than words. Indeed, the size of lemma vocabulary repre-
sents around one half the size of word vocabulary. Also,
the number of lemmas appearing one time is very small
compared to the number of words appearing one time in
the corpus. So, lemmatization actually helps on reducing
sparsity of Arabic.
We trained word2vec on these 6 datasets, obtaining 6 em-
bedding sets. The latter is freely available 5.

5.2. Embedding models
Word2vec model (Mikolov et al., 2013) is a three-layer neu-
ral network that is trained to reconstruct linguistic contexts
of words. It produces word embeddings, such that words
sharing common contexts are closely located in the embed-
ding space. Word2vec can utilize either of two model archi-
tectures to produce a distributed representation of words:
continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) or skip-gram (SG).
Based on results shown in (Mikolov et al., 2013; Dahou et
al., 2016; Barhoumi et al., 2018), we use skip-gram for em-
bedding construction and we set embedding dimension to
300 as in (Dahou et al., 2016; Soliman et al., 2017; Salama
et al., 2018; Grave et al., 2018).

5.3. Corpus for sentiment analysis
In this work, we use Large Arabic-Book Reviews corpus
LABR (Nabil et al., 2014) to evaluate our SA systems. It
contains 63k book reviews: a note (number of stars from 1
to 5) is associated to each review.
In binary classification framework, we regrouped the re-
views as proposed in (Nabil et al., 2014): the reviews as-
sociated with one or two stars compose the negative class
and those with four or five stars represent the positive class.
Thus the neutral reviews are not considered. So, the corpus
used, in this work, is composed of 33 234 reviews (84%
positive) for the training set and 8 366 for the test set (85%
positive). This is the official train / test split. Note that we
use 10% of the training set as a validation set.

5.4. Sentiment lexicon
Sentiment lexicon is an important resource for SA task. It
consists of a set of couples (ω, s) where ω: a word (or

4http://qatsdemo.cloudapp.net/farasa/
5https://lium.univ-lemans.fr/en/

arsentimentanalysis/

https://lium.univ-lemans.fr/en/arsentimentanalysis/
https://lium.univ-lemans.fr/en/arsentimentanalysis/
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phrase) and s: a sentiment score.
In this work, we collected all available sentiment lexicons
up to our knowledge (Badaro et al., 2014; ElSahar and El-
Beltagy, 2015; Saif M. Mohammad and Kiritchenko, 2016;
Al-Moslmi et al., 2018). This represents a set of 15 lexicons
constructed with different methods.
The first method consists in automatically translating En-
glish lexicons. Indeed, translated resources (Saif M. Mo-
hammad and Kiritchenko, 2016) are obtained by translating
the following four English lexicons: MPQA (Wilson et al.,
2005), S140 (Kiritchenko et al., 2014), NRC (Mohammad
and Turney, 2010; Mohammad and Yang, 2011; Moham-
mad et al., 2013) and Bing liu lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004).
The second method is based on Pointwise Mutual Infor-
mation (PMI) between words and two labels (positive and
negative). Indeed, the sentiment orientation (SO) of a word
(Mohammad and Turney, 2013) represents the difference
between PMI scores.
The used lexicons have various size and different struc-
tures. In fact, each word is described with different fea-
tures. These features vary from one lexicon to another.
(Badaro et al., 2014) built 4 616 word annotated with their
part-of-speech tags, positive and negative scores, offsets
in Arabic WordNet, etc. (ElSahar and El-Beltagy, 2015)
built 5 lexicons with different domains: hotel, restaurant,
movie, book and product, each size of which is 217, 733,
86, 873 and 368 respectively. (Saif M. Mohammad and
Kiritchenko, 2016) created Arabic sentiment lexicons au-
tomatically using two different methods: (1) using PMI-
SO on Arabic tweets, and (2) automatically translating En-
glish sentiment lexicons into Arabic. Three lexicons are
built on Arabic tweets: Arabic Emotion lexicon (43 308
words), hashtag lexicon (22 006 Arabic words and 20 127
dialectal ones). And four translated lexicons which are
MPQA (8 221 words), S140 (26 740 words), NRC (32 582
words) and Bing lui lexicon (6 789 words). (Al-Moslmi
et al., 2018) built a lexicon of 3 880 positive and negative
synsets annotated with their part of speech, polarity, senti-
ment scores and synonyms.
As a result, our lexicon ArSentLex supports several kinds
of word-level annotations such as (i) translation of prede-
fined sentiment lexicons and (ii) PMI-SO method.
ArSentLex is defined as a set tuple (ω, pos, ps, ns, p),
where: ω is a word, pos its part-of-speech tag, ps its posi-
tive score, ns its negative score, and p its polarity (positive
or negative). Indeed, each ω is described by four features
pos, ps, ns and p which are relevant for SA.
For the concatenation of 15 lexicons, we applied the fol-
lowing steps:

• When polarity feature is not presented in one lexicon,
we associate polarity based on positive and negative
scores. That means positive polarity is attributed to a
word when positive score is higher than negative one
and vice versa.

• When a word ω is described by synonyms as in (Al-
Moslmi et al., 2018), we add as many lines as there
are synonyms. For each synonym, we assign the same
features of ω.

Polarity
Unit positive negative ∩

Lex word word 47 856 42 366 11 307
Lex lemma lemma 38 340 34 403 9 783

Table 3: Size of our lexicon ArSentLex at word and lemma
level.

Our lexicon ArSentLex is wide compared to others. Ta-
ble 3 shows number of polar units contained in our lexicon
at word and lemma level. ArSentLex is freely available 6.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly avail-
able large scale Arabic sentiment lexicon similar to our Ar-
SentLex.

5.5. Choice of CNN parameters
Document length: Applying the formula (1) - proposed
in subsection 4.1- to LABR training dataset, we obtain an
average review’s length of 64 words and a standard devia-
tion of 118 words. So, we get a threshold n of 300 words,
and each document will be represented by 300 words.
For information, more than 96% of reviews in LABR train-
ing corpus (≥ 95% of empirical rule presented above) con-
tains less than 300 words.

Padding/Truncating: The protocol proposed in subsec-
tion 4.2 is applied to LABR training corpus.
Statistics are reported in table 4. It shows that the sentiment
informativeness of the first segment of documents includes
the largest percentage of polar words and negation terms.
The other two-thirds are not as informative as the first one.
We could therefore suppose that Internet users explicitly
express their opinions at the beginning of the review and
then justify themselves in a more factual way. The first
third of each document therefore seems to contain relevant
information to polarity classification.

1st

segment
2nd

segment
3rd

segment
% positive words 16,33 0,73 0,82
% negative words 7,29 0,34 0,63
% negation terms 0,74 0,03 0,002

Table 4: Informativity of different segments in LABR train-
ing set.

As a result, the post-padding/truncating seems to be the
most appropriate to SA of LABR dataset. If the document
contains more than 300 words, its end will be cut off. If it
is smaller, it will be filled at the end by 0 as necessary.

6. Results and discussion
In this section, we present and discuss results of intrinsic
and extrinsic evaluation of our embeddings presented in
subsections 5.1 and 5.2.

6https://lium.univ-lemans.fr/en/
arsentimentanalysis/

https://lium.univ-lemans.fr/en/arsentimentanalysis/
https://lium.univ-lemans.fr/en/arsentimentanalysis/
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Figure 2: Positivity ratio at word level

Figure 3: Positivity ratio at lemma level

Figure 4: Negativity ratio at word level

Figure 5: Negativity ratio at lemma level

Figure 6: Sentiment stability of embedding models according to corpora types and lexical units.

6.1. Intrinsic evaluation of embeddings

For intrinsic evaluation of embeddings, we did not use usual
methods based on syntactic and semantic analogies witch
are generic and non specific to SA task. Considering SA

framework, we introduce the notion of sentiment stability
(SS) of polar units (word and lemma) in embedding spaces.
We suppose that polar units in embedding spaces are sur-
rounded by polar units. For each polar unit in ArSentLex,
we study their nearest neighbors in order to see if they are
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in the ArSentLex lexicon too (Lex word and Lex lemma).
In order to analyse SS of each model at one specific epoch,
we consider at one time: one lexical unit ∈ {word, lemma},
one corpus type ∈ {polar, non polar, mixed} and one epoch
number, and we compute how many positive units are in
nearest neighbors with positive neighbors (and respectively
for negative units). The nearest neighbors of a given unit
unit are units having the closest cosine similarity score with
unit.
Whatever the lexical unit, sentiment stability consists in
studying stability of positivity ratio (%+

Topn
)epi and nega-

tivity ratio (%−Topn
)epi

according to epoch numbers 7. The
positivity ratio at epoch epi is computed for positive units
(in positive lexicon lexicon+) with formula (2):

(%+
Topn

)epi
= 100×

∑
uniti∈{lexicon+}

#unitlexicon
+

Topn

n×#lexicon+
(2)

where: n the number of nearest neighbor unit,
#unitlexicon

+

Topn
the number of positive units in topn nearest

neighbors of unit, #lexicon+ the size of positive lexicon.
We also compute negativity ratio according to the same for-
mula (2) by considering only negative units (in negative lex-
icon lexicon−).
Results are reported in Figure 6. Note that, the lower is dif-
ference in positivity (or negativity) ratios, the higher is sen-
timent stability. That means the model is more stable when
there is less difference between positivity (or negativity) ra-
tios along epochs. We notice that positivity and negativity
ratios (%+/−

Topn
)epi

are close whatever the number of epochs
i ∈ {1, 5, 10, 15, 20} for non polar and mixed corpora. We
note also that these models are more stable than those ob-
tained with polar corpus.
Histograms in Figure 6 show there is, at maximum, 3 points
of ratio difference within models trained with non polar and
mixed corpora. Contrariwise with polar corpus, there is,
at least, 3 points of ratio difference. We could conclude
that non polar and mixed models are more stable than polar
models. Nevertheless, we should not ignore the relatively
small size of polar corpora (see table 2) which could prob-
ably explain the non stability of corresponding model.
For polar models, we note that the best ratios are obtained
with models trained in epoch 1. Then, ratios decrease along
epochs. It seems, for more epochs, polar units are less close
and more scattered in embedding spaces.
A comparison between word ratios and lemma ones repre-
sents a relevant note in this work. We notice that positiv-
ity and negativity ratios of lemma models are higher than
those of word models, whatever the epoch number and for
all training corpora types. This could justify our initial hy-
pothesis concerning the need of taking into account Arabic
specificity. And it could prove utility of lemma embedding
for Arabic language.

6.2. Extrinsic Evaluation of embeddings
We train and evaluate our CNN-based SA system (in static
and non static modes) with all our embeddings built con-

7In this work, we set top nearest neighbors by n = 10 (the
most used value in literature).

sidering all corpora types {polar, non polar, mixed}, units
{word, lemma} and epoch numbers {1, 5, 10, 15, 20}.
Table 5 reports performances of CNN-based system trained
with our proposed embeddings. We only mention epoch
number epi of the embedding model giving the best clas-
sification accuracy (Acc). Accuracy computes the ratio of
true predicted (positive and negative) labels on LABR test
dataset.

CNN
Embeddings static non static

Corpora Unit Acc epi Acc epi

polar
word 91.5 1 91.2 20
lemma 91.9 1 91.6 1

non polar
word 90.9 10 90.9 1
lemma 91.0 10 91.3 15

mixed
word 91.2 15 91.0 1
lemma 91.3 1 91.1 15

Table 5: Accuracy (Acc) of CNN systems trained with po-
lar, non polar and mixed Arabic-specific embeddings.

Our best system is obtained with static CNN and polar
lemma embeddings. It gives 91.9% of accuracy. It out-
performs the existing systems tested on LABR dataset.
(Barhoumi et al., 2019) obtained the best previous results
on LABR dataset by a system giving an accuracy of 91.5%.
Which means that our system has a gain of 0.4 in absolute.
It is important to mention that our CNN architecture is sim-
ilar to the one of (Dahou et al., 2016). The only differ-
ence with our CNN architecture is the 2 parameters: docu-
ment length and padding/truncating type described in sec-
tion 4. To measure the impact of parameter adjustment on
CNN performance, we tested the system of (Dahou et al.,
2016) with our new parameters, and obtained an accuracy
of 90%. So, we conclude the profit of parameter adjustment
that brings 0.4% on gain.
Based on its confusion matrix, our best system predicts
positive reviews with 93.06% precision and 97.76% recall.
Negative reviews are more difficult to detect with 82.01%
precision and only 58.46% recall. Our system therefore
shows a weakness in prediction of negative class.
It is also important to note that performances obtained with
lemma embeddings are slightly higher than those obtained
with word embeddings. This is true for static and non static
CNN, and whatever the corpora type used for learning em-
beddings. It seems that lemma embeddings are better for
SA task. The size of lemma embedding sets represents
around one half the size of word embedding sets (see table
2). That means we could obtain competitive CNN perfor-
mances with only one half embedding set size.
Moreover, we note that for static or non static CNN, the
best results are obtained with polar embeddings. We could
conclude that, for SA task, it is pretty good to use embed-
ding models trained with task-specific corpora (even small)
than generic corpora (more amount of data).
Furthermore, in order to compare static and non static CNN
according to corpora types, we notice that for polar em-
beddings, the best results are obtained with static CNN.
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However, for non polar embeddings, the best results are
obtained with non static CNN. We could conclude that for
static CNN, it is better to use embeddings trained with task-
specific corpora. However, when embeddings are trained
with non task-specific corpora, it is better to use non static
CNN. It seems that for SA task, it is better to use embed-
dings trained with task specific corpora than task-specific
trainable embeddings.
With polar models, best results are obtained with static
CNN. In static CNN frame, we note that embedding models
trained in epoch 1 (ep1) give the best performances. These
results can be justified by the quality of polar models men-
tioned in section 6.1. In fact, if we join static CNN perfor-
mances with positivity and negativity ratios of embedding
models (detailed in section 6.1), we could conclude that in
static CNN, the higher are ratios, the better are CNN per-
formances.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a qualitative evaluation of em-
beddings for Arabic SA task. We investigated the use of
embedding sets trained with different types of corpora (po-
lar, non polar and mixed) at different lexical units (word and
lemma). Our embedding resources are available to Arabic
NLP research community with free to use.
In this work, we evaluated embeddings with both intrinsic
and extrinsic methods within SA frame. We proposed a new
protocol for intrinsic evaluation specific to SA. It studies
the sentiment stability of polar units in embedding spaces
based on a huge sentiment lexicon ArSentLex that is also
available. Our protocol allows to analyse the sentiment sta-
bility in embedding space.
For extrinsic evaluation, we discussed performances of our
static and non static CNN-based systems in order to eval-
uate our embeddings for SA task. Our best system is ob-
tained with static CNN and lemma embeddings trained with
polar corpora. Its accuracy reaches 91.9% which is higher
than all previous works on LABR dataset. We had a gain of
0.4 in absolute.
In future work, we want to enlarge our lexicon and enhance
its quality by taking into account embeddings. We will de-
velop a neural architecture to train a sentiment-aware word
embedding by integrating the sentiment supervision at both
document and word levels, thus enhancing the quality of
word embedding as well as the sentiment lexicon.
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